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Abstract 

Data expressed in points (points, ranks) are widely used in qualimetry,   pedagogy, 

medicine, velology, sports, sociology, project management, ecology,   and many 

other subject areas that knowledge engineering deals with [ 1 ] . The source of this 

data is expert judgment. Solving the problems of developing systems of 

educational, velological, sports and consumer motivation [ 2 ] , as well as problems 

of inverse game theory   for multi-agent systems [ 1 ] leads to the construction of a 

set of scores and a method of their aggregation - a system of points [ 3 ] .  The 

processing of expert assessments can also be reduced to the construction of such a 

system.   The mathematical theory of measurements offers for it only one of the 

variants of statistical averaging [ 4 ] .  

Kewords: 

Data threats, points, ranks, qualimetry, sports, assessments. 

 

Introduction 

The basis for their application is tradition, and not the criteria arising from the 

meaning of the problem.   This approach not only hides the processing procedure 

from meaningful control and divorces it from the semantics of 

the   practical   problem, but   also leads to gross errors (an example of such an 

error is the assessment of the results of the examination session 5,5,2; the 

arithmetic mean gives 4, median 5, meaningfully the assessment 2) [ 3 ] . 

The purpose of the publication: development of a precedent for the   transition 

from the noncritical use of the available mathematical models for processing scores 
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to the semantic construction of a score system with the subsequent transition to a 

processing procedure corresponding to the meaning of the task. 

A deliberate transition to the semantic construction   of the score system does not 

mean a   rejection of mathematical methods in favor of arbitrary processing 

methods. The task of semantic design is to bring the method of processing point 

estimates in accordance with the meaning of the problem being solved. 

The process of semantic construction of the scoring system is considered in 

relation to the specific task of a comprehensive assessment of the initial state of the 

client's health when planning velological events . At the same time, the proposed 

system can be   easily adapted to a number of other applications, for example, 

to problems of pedagogical and technical testing or to the inverse problem of game 

theory for multi-agent systems. 

First of all, we note that the assessment procedure is hierarchical. Each of the 

functional systems of the body is assessed for a number of functions by a set of 

points (a system of points) of the following type: 

Вi = <bi1,bi2,…bij,…,bin>, 

where i is the index of the corresponding functional system, n is the number of its 

point estimates (the dimension of the points system) 

Such tuples of scores, in turn, form a set 

Bo = < B 1, B 2, .., Bi ,… Bm > 

where m is the total number of evaluated functional systems. 

The task of the resulting assessment   is to obtain, on the basis of these data, the 

resulting   score of the client's initial state of health - bo. For now, we will restrict 

ourselves to discussing only a point estimate. Semantic construction in this case 

must begin with the definition of the semantics (status) of the lowest score. The 

semantics of the entire scoring system also depends on it. Let's show this with an 

example. Let's say that a three-point rating scale is used: 

bi Є {"excellent", "good", "satisfactory"}, 

where Є is the membership function of the set {    } 

Then there are two options for the appointment - the grade "satisfactory" is 

set: a) at the boundary states of function, between an acceptable level of 

functioning and dysfunction; b) with a pronounced tendency. to dysfunction with a 
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sufficient margin of its stability. The processing procedures at all levels of the 

hierarchy will depend on the accepted option for assigning grades. 

Let us first consider option (a) of assigning an assessment of "satisfactory", 

as   more realistic in the context of the client's voluntary referral to velological 

events. The psychological characteristics of the behavior of many subjectively 

healthy people lead to the fact that they turn to health-improving measures only 

after they discover in themselves certain manifestations of dysfunctions of one or 

several functional systems of the body. In this case,  it is possible to 

recommend   introducing a fourth grade, for example, “quite satisfactory” as an 

intermediate between the grades “good” and “satisfactory” for fixing the states 

corresponding to option (b)retaining the name of the grade "satisfactory" for the 

worst grade for psychological reasons. This will allow, without iatrogenic effects 

on clients, to use the semantics of the "weak link" as follows 

“If  min <bi1, bi2,… bij,…, bin> = “ satisfactory ”, 

          then Bi = "satisfactory", otherwise  Bi = res (SP) " , 

where res (SP) is the result of the standard processing procedure adopted for 

option (a). 

In a milder form, the same semantics apply to the definition of bo: 

“If  ( Bi = “ satisfactory ”) & (Bj = “ satisfactory ” ) & (i / = j) , 

 then bo = "satisfactory", otherwise  Bi = res (SP) " , 

where / = "not equal". 

In this case, the degree of softening of the semantics of the weak link will be 

determined by the user's ideas about the systemic connections of functional 

systems   (that is, how many functions   must manifest their borderline states in 

order to   give sufficient grounds to recognize the general state of the organism as 

borderline). 

Let's move on to the semantic construction of the standard procedure for 

processing scores SP , which is used in both variants of assigning scores. As shown 

in [ 3 ] and in the introduction, traditional averaging procedures cannot reflect the 

semantic characteristics of a scoring system. The assignment of assessments by 

dividing the scale with a large number of points (for example, 100) into a number 

of intervals does not display them either (in particular, this is how it is 

recommended to    evaluate the results of knowledge testing in the Bologna 
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process). Although, unlike the arithmetic mean, in this case it is not necessary to 

perform   incorrect arithmetic operations with points, such assignment of 

assessments is based on calculating the total number of impersonal, like numbers, 

points. 

The semantic design of the SP processing procedure is aimed at increasing the 

information   content of the resulting scores. This can be achieved in 

different   ways (as well as the calculation of traditional averages), therefore, we 

will consider one of the possible approaches to constructing SP , which we will 

conditionally call the “principle of the quality of points”. An illustrative example 

of   its widespread implementation   is the   "honors degree criterion": 

“If (none of bij Є B i / = “ quite satisfactory ”) & ( gi> 0.75 n ) 

, then В i = "excellent" ("with honors"), otherwise В i = NOT "excellent" , 

where n is the total number of grades, gi is the number of “excellent” grades 

of the i - th functional system.  

This criterion is not based on the total number of impersonal points. It takes into 

account the quality of the scores, that is, it takes into account in which grades they 

were received. This semantic relationship can be expressed by the proverb "a fly in 

the ointment spoils a barrel of honey." It is also justified in relation to the 

veleological assessment, because in this case a responsible decision is made on the 

rehabilitation veleological measures. The second characteristic concerns the 

acceptable number of "good" ratings. It finds its basis in the semantics of the 

“principle of sustainability”. The level of indifference (instability) is 0.5. In 

practical calculations that are not associated with a risk to life, the uncertainty of 

the calculation  taken into account by a safety factor of 1.25-1.5. Thus, 0.75 

provides an upper level of robustness for excellent scores. If the marks are set by 

independent experts, then the level of 0.75 gives an "overwhelming majority of 

votes". The consistent implementation of the above grounds leads to the resulting 

criterion: 

“If (none of the bij Є B i / = “ quite satisfactory ”) & ( gi > 0.75 n ), then 

B i =“ excellent ”, otherwise, if (((none of the bij Є B i / = “ completely 

satisfactory ") & ( gi < 0.75 n )) \ / ( si < 0.25n) & ( gi > si )), then В i =" good 

" , otherwise В i =" quite satisfactory "", 
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where si is the number of “quite satisfactory” ratings. It is assumed that the ratings 

“satisfactory” are not applied. The processing of scores is carried out in 

the Microsoft Excel environment . 

In conclusion, we note that the semantic design of the points system does not 

contradict the mathematical concept of the mean (according to Cauchy) and, in 

addition to the   direct purpose of assessing the state of the body, it makes it 

possible to use the incentive of the points system to motivate the client to achieve 

his health improvement [ 2 ] . In the   same way, taking into account the semantics 

of scoring systems can increase the   efficiency of solving problems of decision-

making, classification, ranking, aggregation and inverse game theory [ 1,4 ] . 
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